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Dorothy Chan

A-List Celebrities and Chinese
Immigrant Families
When I was a kid, I dreamt my parents would turn
into A-list celebrities, like in a transformation sequence
straight out of anime, and I think back to four-yearold-me glued to the TV set in Hong Kong, fixating
on my dream girls transforming into goddesses
as their hands reached for Technicolor Xanadu,
ribbons wrapping around their bodies, wings
growing, and I’ve always wanted to live the dream—
Hollywood—and I’d still give anything, anything
to be famous, and when I was a kid, I dreamt
my parents would turn into A-list celebrities,
because being a Chinese girl in Allentown, Pennsylvania
is hard, and I needed a little more glitz, more glam,
a little more home makeover edition when the child asks for
a Golden Age bedroom, and before you know it,
Pow! a million lights surround her face like she’s
Norma Shearer, making faces in the mirror—
I wanted all this to protect me because being a Chinese girl
in a PA town is hard when your older brother gets
beat up in high school locker rooms for being the only
Chinese boy, and I needed a little more glitz,
a little more glam, a little more Las-Vegas-Liberacelet’s-buy-two-of-everything-and-stuff-another-housedear-Scott, oh you dear precious boy, here’s the Japanese
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Empress doll to go with the Emperor doll, because
two of everything is always good luck, and how everything
comes in pairs, and I remember how in elementary school

none of the girls wanted to pair up with me in gym class,
probably because I was the only Chinese girl,
something that confused them, someone their parents
told them to befriend because I was “smart,”
“good at math,” “a good influence,” and words like this
only breed lonely little Asian girls watching
Turner Classic Movies in their bedrooms, eating lots
of chips in their pajamas before studying,
and my parents always told me to study hard—
work hard, and I think back to the family photos
from the late ’80s of my dad and brother in New York—
the Statue of Liberty, and how strange it is,
how vintage, even, to have a photo with Lady Liberty—
the past is the past is the past, but what about
that house with two of everything, the one my father
designed following the rules of neighborhood
Feng Shui, the other houses bowing down, and give me
my strength, you million years of Chinese history,
and when I was a kid, I dreamt my parents would transform
into A-list celebrities, and give me strength,
Chinese history, because my father did stuff that house
with two of everything that my mother could have
ever wanted, and give me strength, because I’ve got
my own Chinese girl transformation ready to take off.
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Maame Blue

Calling

“I’ll see you in two years: that way, Agent Orange won’t get any
of my money.”
She chuckles over the phone, understanding and not really getting it. I shouldn’t have said anything. Illinois doesn’t
crackle over the phone anymore, between there and London,
where I am. Technology an assist. If I close my eyes she could
be in the next room. Probably categorized African American,
but here she would just be African like me, Ghanaian even,
depending on who engaged her. I shift uneasily in the thought
of her at home, what’s to come. Was America ever great?
She tells me a story about a boy in her class boasting about
his father not voting for Hillary because she would have raised
his taxes. My baby sis, reminding me of the 1% that she’s growing with, learning with, laughing with. Our trajectories were
always of a different calibre.
“What do you think of him?”
Why am I talking politics with a nine-year-old? I flick a
wrist and look at my watch; 10 p.m. to her 4 p.m., the rain outside a London reminder of the hardness of my own city, while
I try to pick hers apart. She has that whip smart thing though,
like, I know somehow that she knows things. I need her to know
things, to be safe and aware at all times. But I’m afraid I’ll scare
her, and she’s too young for all of that.
She doesn’t reply, instead I hear a yawn, a yell in the background, her brain tired of our exercise. She starts to tell me
about a boy in her class instead.
“He has blonde curly hair and all the girls like him.”
I laugh, unable to hide it. I press her, wondering why he is
the object of everyone’s affection. Her description is repeated:
blonde hair, blue eyes, what more do you need to know? I suppose she does understand the world; desirability is a recessive
gene and watery eyes. And it’s crowd-sourced. I sigh, amused,
a little sad but unable to engage with it.
She has to go, things on her packed agenda. I smile and
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we say our goodbyes.
“I love you.”
“Love you too.”
We don’t speak enough. And I don’t think of Illinois like
I used to. The starkest memories are from eleven years ago,
waking up to bright, white snow, thick on the ground like an
icy moat around the house. No movement outside, sitting suburb-side at the window, wondering why unhappiness struck me
like a train at age 21. I used the trip, seeing family, as a stop gap
after mandatory education. University, but a West African girl,
so, it was mandatory.
I pulled myself into distraction entertaining my sister and
two brothers, my accent, British, pushing closer to the Queen of
England than the working-class London I was born into, whenever I encountered Americans. But there was no mistaking me
in Naperville: sometimes Black British, most times just black.
In place and out of it, all at the same time.
Yet still, I had space there, a mental freedom to work
through my depression, in between learning to drive on the
right side and finding small joys in small-town life. The suburbs, that manufactured fence, cradled me while I grappled
with crippling loneliness. It was a safety net, somehow. And
now, I don’t know.
My memories are mutilated by the politics of the present.
I play Brexit roulette when I open up the BBC news homepage,
and then swiftly skip over to Twitter to hear about the most
recent terror in America. What is the name for being in two
places at once without being anywhere?
I wonder about the place I jokingly used to call Wisteria
Lane: the neighbours who smile at everyone, who ask how
you’re doing without waiting for an answer. My sister catching
the school bus outside the house. My brothers playing Super
Mario Kart in the basement.
And the drive to the supermarket, a man in a red hat with
a white slogan, surveying my parents suspiciously as they mull
over the fruit and vegetables.
I wonder about fear. Maybe I should be afraid. Or maybe
I should just call them more.
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Rainie Oet

The Ride That Loops Infinitely / Tall Bed Above
Water
I wasn’t born in a girl’s body. But there were certain tracks
I made in RollerCoaster Tycoon
that looped infinitely
in a way the game can’t account for.
Like the ride I made that never let its passengers out.
Because I wanted a captive audience
to put on Julie’s red sweater and
dance in front of, bottomless.
An impossibly steep hill, and only one car,
which slid back down
and was launched up, again and again,
until even the girl Peeps stopped screaming and put their hands down.
There had to only be one car because—I learned this the hard way—
if there were two, they’d crash,
one going up, one coming down—
death and flying heads and hands on fire.
It’s the same with me. I could only be one car
on my track—and I had to suspend all disbelief
and dream about being called Julie,
rubbing my nipples in my bedroom in the dark.
Trying to make no sound at all, trying
to even stop breathing.
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Albert Lee

拾肆個問題 1
壹. My Taiwanese father has six sisters, all of whom have married Jewish men.
貳. Whenever I go to Boston, cousin Rachel will take me to Jamaica Plain in her Uggs and
we’ll spend eight dollars on a cup of boba and gossip about mediocre Jewish boys.
叄. A 97-year-old man survived the Holocaust, only to die in fucking Pittsburgh.
肆. Cousin Abe took me and the bois to a shooting range in Dorchester once and, not gonna
lie, there was something satisfying about blowing up cheap, porcelain plates from Walmart.
伍. All of my uncles speak Mandarin with a thick American accent because that was the deal:
“You learn my religion and I learn your language.”
陸. Israel doesn’t consider the Tree of Life synagogue a synagogue because it isn’t orthodox,
it’s “a place of significant Jewish flavor.”
柒. I aggressively sent cousin Sarah petty pictures of food she couldn’t have during Yom
Kippur and she still hasn’t unblocked me from Messenger, Snapchat, or InstaDM.
捌. Aunty Eve has a PhD in Rabbinic Studies from Brandeis University.
玖. Because Uncle Tommy sent his kids to Chinese School and Hebrew School, Abbi and Bini
refuse to speak Chinese or Hebrew unless there’s money involved.
拾. Aunt Hannah is savage: “Maya, why do you wear booty shorts when you have no booty?”
拾壹. My father almost married a Jewish mathematician who taught discrete probability at
Boston College but her parents found out he was too brown; thus, I am born.
拾貳. People forget that in 2014, Frazier Glenn Miller Jr. gunned down three people at a Jewish
Community Center in Overland Park, Kansas.
拾叄. Rachel, Abe, Sarah, Abbi, Bini, and Maya all called me up within five minutes of each
other on October 27, 2018: “They’re out to fucking kill us. They’re out to fucking kill us.”
拾肆. “No Rachel, they would not fucking kill me.”
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Benny Brown

Ad Space
There are four of us on Cordova’s summer crew, but it’s always
me who gets stuck out on the curb, at the intersection, with the
sign. I think this is because I’m tall but totally unremarkable.
Look at me. I’m six foot three, but I’m barely here. I’m bone thin.
I’m clean shaven. No piercings. No tattoos, not that it would
matter if I had any tattoos. My uniform—white sleeves to the
wrists, bow tie, newsboy bill cap, name tag, navy pants—hides
all of me. My arm span is immense, and I’m invisible. I’m like a
clothes hanger or an easel. I hold up, but that’s it. That’s why it’s
always me who gets stuck out on the curb, at the intersection,
with the sign. That, plus I’m able to stand for long periods of
time without getting sore or needing a break.
Baxter, what you’ve got is stamina. That’s what Loni, our
manager, always tells me. She says, You might not have much
else going for you. You might be a weird kid. You might be a
weird, tall, ugly kid with a dog’s name, but you’ve got stamina.
“He’s got something, all right,” Errol always says.
I pull double shifts without sitting down, even though
our dress code requires us to wear these patent leathers, which
chafe. I don’t get blisters anymore; my ankles are permanently
swollen. Same goes for my big toes. Clear sacs of fluid, crusted
over, on the backs of my heels. On my big toes. Look.
At Cordova’s, on weekdays, and on hot days especially,
between 3:00 and 4:00, business slows to nothing. It’s 3:00 now,
and it’s the last day of summer. RC, Errol, and I are fooling
around behind the counter. We play one round of Worst Thing
That’s Ever Happened to You (car crash, “pass,” dead dad)
and one round of Describe Your Most Recent Experience with
Illegal Substances (wine coolers bought with a fake ID, “cocaine
sniffed off a frat house toilet seat,” um … weed?)
We have these types of conversations often: these giggly
confessionals, disguised as games. One thing I’ve realized working at Cordova’s, working anywhere, is that people will spill
their guts without even being asked, just for something to do.
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That’s how bored you get. Once, at close, as he and I swept down
the back line, I asked Errol why he chose to go pre-med at U of
I when he might feasibly have gone anywhere, been anyone,
been good at anything. I wasn’t bullshitting him, saying this. I
believe all of these things about Errol.
He must have realized how serious I was, because his
face lit up when he said, “The money, obviously.” He stilled his
broom and stared off somewhere beyond the reach of the kitchen flourescents, over the counter and into the dark, empty belly
of the restaurant. He said, “I’d much rather be the one holding
the knife than the one underneath it. Nothing like having a
body slit open on the table in front of you.”
Hearing that, my face must’ve done something strange,
because Errol corrected, “I just mean I wouldn’t mind spending
eight hours a day looking down at ladies’ nude torsos.”
I asked if the blood-and-guts wouldn’t put him off a little
bit.
“Don’t judge,” he told me. “I’m not a freak or anything,
but, honestly, it wouldn’t. It doesn’t.” He feinted the handle of
his broom toward my stomach and said, “So watch yourself,
Bax.”

*
At 3:30, Loni pulls the sign out of the storage closet in the back.
The storage closet is where we keep the products we use to wipe
down tables, disinfect the drive-thru headsets, and sterilize the
bathrooms. The storage closet is next to the break room. The
break room is where we keep our lunches and dinners, and
our wallets, and our bags, and a heavy yellow rain jacket. We
keep our tubs of pre-cooked meat in the industrial freezer, our
burger buns and dry goods in the kitchen, lofted over the drive
line. We keep our ice cream cold and churning in a big silver
machine. We keep the sign, folded into fourths, in the storage
closet, tucked back between the brooms and a yellow bucket
filled with blue cleaning solution.
Baxter. Sign, Loni says. She snaps once. Then she says,
Don’t try anything fancy, which is the same line she always
gives, like she’s afraid I’m going to try to triple flip the sign up
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in the air, or pass it under my leg, or spin it on the tip of my
finger. The sign is seven feet across and five feet tall, completely
unfolded, so even if I wanted to try anything fancy, I couldn’t.
Besides, I wouldn’t.
I won’t, I tell Loni.
Satisfied, she hands me the sign.
“Try to look sexy,” Errol says, and RC laughs because, well,
look at me.
RC is okay. Errol says she talks too much. When she first
started, I didn’t think I was going to like her as much as I do
now. RC is Cordova’s latest hire. We recruit one or two new high
schoolers every summer—girls, almost always. This past June,
Errol and I—old guard—watched from behind the counter as
RC shuffled in for orientation: newly fitted for her uniform,
refusing to remove her bright rubber stud earrings.
Errol and I have been working together at Cordova’s for
six straight summers. Sorry. Six. Straight. Summers. Loni has
been around for six years, too, but she’s 30, and she’s our manager, and she works year round, while Errol and I head back
to our campuses come September. We’re used to newbies like
RC, to high school kids coming and going, on-boarding and
quitting and disappearing and reappearing a year later at the
McDonald’s down the street.
RC heads the Hispanic Heritage Club at my old high
school. Her first day, she told me the club had a 300% growth
in membership last year, no thanks to the administration, all
thanks to her canvasing efforts. Up from five students to fifteen.
Still, not a great look, RC said. Low numbers, even for a high
school in the middle of a cornfield, in the middle of nowhere,
in Illinois.
I told RC how I’m studying political science in school and
how growth projections—predictions, turnouts, outcomes—always trip me up. I can’t forecast.
I told RC how Errol’s set to graduate this year, how he’s
leaving Cordova’s for good, for a real job, and how I wish I could
say the same. I told her how strange it always felt for me to be
back around high schoolers, seeing as I’ve never been all that
interested in re-litigating my high school experience, and she
said, If you use words like re-litigating, I bet you didn’t have
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such a great time in high school. And then we were friends.
RC is only 15, but she has a steady girlfriend, Teja. Four
or five times a week, Teja rolls through our drive-thru in her
mom’s Honda Odyssey, orders a cup of ice, kisses RC through
the cash window, then drives off.
When I’m at college, I have a boyfriend, who is shorter
than me but taller than Errol. Errol’s a small guy, with blue eyes
and a snub nose. He’s not handsome, but he has a loud voice.
Some people have gravity. Errol has gravity.
The first time my boyfriend kissed me—10:00, sitting on
his dorm bed, on his blue-and-orange-striped sheets—I lost
track of my body. They say in those situations, your body’s
supposed to take over. They say you’re supposed to go on instinct, that you just know what to do with your mouth, with your
hands. But the first time my boyfriend kissed me, it was like I
didn’t have a mouth anymore. I didn’t have hands. When I told
my boyfriend this, he said, Huh.

*
Sign folded under my arm, I take myself out to the curb, out to
the intersection. It’s a trek. Between Cordova’s and the main
road there’s one big box store and two restaurants—our competition—one selling hot sandwiches, the other cold. Then
there’s a Famous Footwear and a Pet Emporium. No one can
see Cordova’s from the main road until it’s too late, until they’ve
already passed the offshoot road. That’s why I’m sent out with
the sign, which says, in block letters, COME TO CORDOVA’S
[LARGE RED ARROW]. The large red arrow points in the general direction of the offshoot road which filters into our lot.
I’m supposed to lure cars away from the intersection, but I’ve
never been particularly successful. I’m not sure anyone knows
we’re here.
Once I make it to the curb, I unfold the sign. It takes me
a while to buff the creases out of the cardboard, and, as I’m
attempting to do this, I hear my mom’s voice in my head. She
asks me, as she often does at home, why I have to be the kind
of compulsive who does things like buff creases and straighten edges and pick at my skin and pull at my hair and not the
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kind who wants to vacuum her rug. Once, I plucked my right
eyebrow totally clean, to a bald and shiny ridge. The next day,
at work, Errol grabbed my chin and drew me a new eyebrow
with one of the pens we keep by the front register for scribbling
down orders. He gave this new eyebrow a comic slant down so I
looked like some kind of super villain. I looked like a schemer.
He paraded me around the kitchen, the drive-thru area, the
break room. It hurt, the press of the pen on my raw skin, but it
was pretty funny.
When I plucked the left eyebrow off, too—that’s when I
realized there might be something wrong with me, something I
might fix. But I’d gotten on too well for too long to justify doing
anything about it.

*
Eventually, I get the sign just how I want it. I’m sweaty from
the cross-lot trek. I’m sweaty because our uniforms weren’t designed to be worn outdoors, at least not in August.
But it’s chic, Loni argues, whenever I complain. It’s
50s chic. Mr. Cordova founded this place in the 50s and Mr.
Cordova’s the reason any of us has a job, so we all look like Mr.
Cordova. The 50s. Mr. Cordova started with one burger stand
and now he’s living in Palo Alto, 96 goddamn years old, snorting
blow every morning and pulling chicks every night. He made
a hundred million bucks dressed like this. Don’t you want to
make a hundred million bucks.
I wouldn’t mind making a hundred million bucks, I tell
Loni. I want to tell her that death by heatstroke probably isn’t
the shrewdest financial maneuver for me right now.
I’m the kind of person who sweats a lot. Look at me. It’s
not attractive. I know it would help if I cut my hair, and I came
close once, when I was 19. I took my dad’s old electric clippers
into the bathroom and locked the door. I set the clippers buzzing, but I just couldn’t do it. My hands started shaking so bad I
was afraid I might scalp myself. I had a vision, or a premonition.
I saw myself taking the hair off, only the skin came off with the
hair, so all that was left was red gristle and skull. When I came
back to myself, I came back with the realization that I like my
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hair the way it is. I like that it covers my eyes and ears and the
back of my neck. If I do come back to Cordova’s next summer,
maybe I’ll dye my hair some lighter color, something cooler like
red, or pink, or platinum blonde.

*
I’m out by the curb, at the intersection, sweating. I’m standing
on a patch of grass lining the intersection, not trying anything
fancy, using my body to prop up the sign. I watch cars pass
under the stoplight. I watch the sky cloud over. I checked the
weather this morning before work, so I know there’s a chance it
might rain, but around here you can never be sure if, or when,
or how much. One minute it’s clear and the next: torrential
downpour. It starts raining huge, heavy droplets, but I can see
this bluish patch hovering just over the Mobil across the street,
like a portal, like someone went and got themselves trapped in
a grey burlap bag and they cut a hole to breathe and this bluish
patch is the hole.
On the days I’m put out with the sign, Loni sends Errol
to collect me so I can be in before the dinner rush. When Errol
collects me, he takes me by the elbow. Sometimes I unbutton
my cuff and roll up my sleeve so he has to touch my bare skin.
It’s like one of those Greek myths: some god or creature, some
magic baby, curses a man to fall in love with the first person
he sees. I think that’s what must have happened to me. A curse
not of sight, but of touch: Errol touching my elbow, touching
my back, six summers ago. That’s what did it.
In the winter, at school, I study politics and I have my
boyfriend. In the summer, at Cordova’s, I hold my sign and I
have Errol.
Had Errol.
This will be his last trip out to get me, which is why, when
it begins to storm, I don’t bring myself in from the curb. I stand
there, letting rain waterlog the cardboard, letting myself get
soaked.
It’s a few minutes before I spot him, wearing the heavy
yellow rain jacket I should have had the sense to bring outside
with me, sprinting across the big box parking lot. My white shirt
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goes translucent and water pools in my socks. The rain comes
down so hard it hurts my face. I can just barely make out the
blurry yellow blip that is Errol. Passing the first sandwich shop,
then the second sandwich shop, then the Famous Footwear and
the Pet Emporium, the yellow blip becomes larger and more
defined, until finally it—he—is standing in front of me. He puts
his arms out. He grimaces, teeth bared against the wind.
“You fucking idiot!” Errol yells, but the wind steals his
voice.
I wipe my eyes and read his lips. Yes, I say. Yeah, that’s
me.
“Are you crazy?!” He says. “Come inside!”
And then he does take me, but not by the elbow, by the
back of the neck, and I think, as I often do, that if Errol just
hauled off and clocked me in the nose, hard, once, I’d be fine
for the rest of my life. My head would be so fucking clear.
Together, Errol and I run back toward Cordova’s. A few
times, I see myself slipping, my head splitting open on the asphalt, but in reality I manage to keep upright all the way to
the front doors. Cordova’s has two front doors. The first lets
you into a kind of pass-through entry way, a glass cube with a
mud rug for wiping your feet. The second door lets you into the
heart of the place. Errol shoulders open the first door, shuttles
both of us inside, and shuts the door against the gale. Then
we’re standing alone together in the cube, rain battering the
glass. Errol shucks off his rain coat, which should’ve been my
rain coat. The air in the cube is hermetic. The same Paul Anka
song that always plays from the tinny speaker overhead is—surprise—playing from the tinny speaker overhead.
It’s ambience, Loni always says. She says, it’s classy. The
50s.
I’m in the glass cube with Errol. Through the pane of the
second door, I scan the Courtyard. “The Courtyard” is what Loni
calls our seating area, six read-and-white pleather diner booths
across from the main counter. On the main counter sit three
electronic registers, spaced evenly, and RC stands behind the
middle register, below our giant, glowing menu board, nodding
politely at the man who wants to sleep with her. Her skinny,
pink-nailed fingers clutch either side of her register screen. The
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man at the counter is one of our regulars, has been ever since
RC started on. Polo shirt and pocket protector, sad eyes and
slumped shoulders, his name is Arnie, and every day at exactly
5:00, he sidles up to the front counter and orders two cheeseburgers, plain. Then, he asks RC to sleep with him. Obviously,
RC never tells him yes, but she also can’t tell him to fuck off.
Arnie has just now given up on this latest round of vain
negotiation. He snags his paper bag from the counter with a
brittle crunch and cuts a furious path toward the doors, no longer sullen and sad-eyed, but taut, simmering. All of a sudden,
like someone’s pulled the pin out of him, he’s volatile. One of
his dress shoes catches on nothing and squeals against the tile.
He stumbles.
On his way out the doors, Arnie shoves between Errol and
I, breaking us apart, but Errol replaces his hand on my neck and
ushers me through the second door.
Welcome back, genius, RC says. What the actual fuck were
you waiting for out there? Wet T-shirt contest? Did you win?
And she laughs at this because, well, look at me.
I don’t tell her that I was waiting for Errol to come get me.
I don’t tell her that I’ve been waiting for Errol to come get me
for six years. I tell her, speaking of genius, she should really quit
chewing gum unless she wants to pull a spoke in her braces.
Errol rolls his eyes at our sniping and ferries me past the
counter, through the break room, and down a short, dark hallway. When we reach the end, I leave my sign propped on the
wall, and then I am in the men’s bathroom, with Errol, holding
my soaked shirt under a hand dryer.
I feel bad for making you run out, I tell him, over the hot
howl of the dyer.
“You should,” he says.
I want to tell him that I feel bad about almost everything. I
want him to tell me, Good. Tell me that I should feel bad. I open
my mouth, but he puts his index finger on the space between my
nose and upper lip. I shut my mouth, and the dryer goes quiet.
“This is the philtrum,” Errol says.
Is that what it’s called? I ask. I didn’t know it had a name.
He says, “You should really know more about yourself,”
and I have a brief but satisfying vision in which Errol presses
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harder, puts his full weight onto my face and caves it. When
he removes his hand, I’m concave, like a rotten jack o’lantern.
“What are you gonna do without me, Baxter?” Errol asks,
with mock pity in his voice and in the hard press of his lips.
I don’t know, I tell him. I’m not sure.
He crosses his arms and, with his back pressed to the bathroom wall, he eyes my flat, white chest, my sopping shaggy-dog
hair, my skinny arms supplicated beneath the dryer’s residual
heat.
“Oh, look at you,” he says, and my heart races, because
there are things I want said, and said aloud, and to me, over
and over again. Oh, look at me.
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Susanna Space

Absence No. 4
Violet print against a field of white, heavy cotton, seams just so,
the metal zipper running down my small back that she slides
to the hook —
Only I don’t remember that, don’t recall her cool fingertips,
can’t see two of us in a bedroom, morning pressing against the
windowpanes. Can’t quite feel the hush of the maple leaves
suspended, a thousand outstretched hands.
And yet I see, do you? Two of us, her hair falling riverish against
her collarbone, my downy limbs beneath stiff cotton. She is saying close the door or open it or ask Daddy or where is your brother
or yes it’s time now.
Who can say what passes between two bodies? Like the moon
and its foolish devotion to this hurtling sphere. The weight of
cotton against flesh. Yes, she is saying to me. She is watching
herself, isn’t she? A length of fabric unspooled, silhouette overlaid on summer’s rich patterning.
And farther behind a field of blanched New England sky, that
absence, hollow pause between dreams where memory slips
into place.
I hear her, do you? A single note suspended, a seed hungry to
sprout. The zipper’s metal teeth. Saying come. Saying now.
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I Don’t Lay Hold of People Anymore
Except the Importance of Being Wrong
Twenty-five sorrow-fattened flies have just died in our room
and four others been trying to escape.
I’m done
calling him by my name.
Done convincing him he knows
he must be here. And now
skulking in
the knowing that knowing is always far
from over. A dawn behind bars
that’s why I put aside my fucking prison clothes
and sit intimate with my unwashed body.
Knowing
he must be here is when he knows
he is dead.
Knowing I am purely made up of earth and God
tied a sack of stones to my neck
and threw it into the Pasig River—
I chew the first thing I saw in my wallet: a defunct Philippine five peso bill.
Then I swallow
my wallet entirely, every evidence of identity in it, knowing
the laws of the archipelago have mentioned nothing
of my death
or life.
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Then I swallow
another red tablet whatever it is and send my shadow
away to run after—what, who?
Knowing I don’t know where to go could be the sincerest expression after
discovering the world.
I have too much for a phase stood against the morning
light either with old cries to loose or loosened cries
to convince
they need another country since I got no room for them
no more. Knowing
lamentations are patrolling over me, breathing
through large pipes of hopelessness. For a gay man
the dead know gassed chairs wait
since public love and its incorrigible, unintelligible confessions.
Matchsticks never can be obsolete.
Cross-stitched bats pollinating turquoise jade vine disentangle, then burn.
And we know sooner or later the luminous flowers are to be
gnarled by ashes.
Compare this to a reeking which joy is afraid of.
So don’t ask
why I don’t lay hold of people anymore except the importance of being wrong.
Because people are war planes
filled with reserves for fire. They say
the burning is the Word of God whom not even heaven can find—has it?
And so what.

B. B. P. Hosmillo

When I decided to take my body here I carried the words of my mother
what a neon dirt
wrong
profoundly
wrong this thing is so wrong
obtusely wrong referring to my mouth that wanted
to speak to speak to speak my self: Long live the rebel!
That if I were to choose between
prescribed health and my mouth, I would
scream Long live the rebel!
The chant of every pathologized
feeling inside me.
Predicted to bite me when I’m unaware.
Drugged to mistake my body for ozokerite, a difficult word meaning stench
so that the only thing they could tell me is
worms have never found boredom in you—
More about pathologized feelings? They have developed a habit of stitching
a cry, weaving thirst
carving a mouth out of my small freedom.
Worms have never found boredom in you!
Long live the rebel!
Long live the rebel!
Anywhere inside me
chaos could be, a flying dagger, sure, a shadow
being cut into pieces, sure, but that is even calmer, so much calmer
than the power to offend—
Inside me is a home
for the wrong yet defenseless, a black ink in the heart, not at all contemptible.
Not at all
though my mother said the Lord will destroy this place nonetheless,
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it will be desolate forever.
But nothing disappears,
nothing inside me melts,
once they’re inside me they’re inside me:
fog
semen sown and dead
the smell of ash
monologue where worms have so many ways to enter and exit and enter
obsession to gentleness
thirst that has never quite measured the length of thirst
the irresistible memory of choosing to live
my surrender to self—the word I have been using to replace evil
in my mother’s last letter.
I lean my head
over
the shoulder of my own twenty-nine-story ruin, silently
sipping cold
water from a glass of incomplete loss, knowing
I should call him again by my name, again, by my name,
and he will say yes.
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Harry Edgar Palacio

It’s Funny What the Fuchsia Sky Can Do
You come by feeding the lions
A bedlam of these last summer days
I have given out cigarettes to a pastor who is explaining to me the beef between Drake and Pusha T
I’ve lived this life ages ago
Basketball courts until it was too futile to see each other’s bodies
I remember that prayer comes from his lips sometimes
Buried within tourmaline skin
I look you over
There are thoughts that pirouette slowly outward
You have dissected and parsed the Holy name
And it’s funny what the fuchsia sky can do
I wish I could tell you I have procured a heaven here on earth
But sometimes there are days when the world sinks
Last words from a loved one who has gone
Stay with me
And this, the love I have
On my bed during the witching hour I chant a mantra given to me in a dream
I also dream about what patience will give us
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Tamara L. Panici

Autumn Epiphany
My body is suddenly aware of becoming itself. The idea of me
crawls through a body much like my own—same sensitive elbows, same tangles of brown hair, same vaguely distant, vaguely
brown eyes, same mole on the torso, same bony ankles, etc.
Everyone is a kind of torso. A smell creeps in through the cracks
of the front door. The air catches something pungent. Another
Chihuahua is on the loose. The illusion of true form peeks in
everywhere. I throw the broom against the wall. I pick it up
and do it again. I cannot decide if the broom becomes more of
a broom or less of a broom. I find a candle under the bathroom
sink in the scent, Autumn Epiphany. I think this is terribly contrived name for a candle. It is perfumed with hot cinnamon oil
and deeply earthy pumpkin. It is a burnt orangey red. Why not
call it Cinnamon Pumpkin? Or, Pumpkin and Cinnamon? I toy
around with the idea and come to the conclusion that it is not
the name of the candle that I abhor, but the idea behind it—the
human inclination to pattern-seek (why does fall need cinnamon and earthiness?) and its evolution into a grossly available,
mostly imagined commodity veiled as creativity or uniqueness
(what kind of epiphany should one be experiencing through
such a conventionally perpetuated display of fragrances?) The
underlying issue, of course, is not creativity or uniqueness per
se, but the observable division—the visible and metaphysical
gaps—the inevitable fissures they create between one person
and another. Division, I am convinced, is the source of all evil.
The source of all evil, I am convinced, is divided. Of course,
division is necessary for all forms of growth, even on a cellular
level. To be divided is to perpetuate story, and there is no story
of weight without loss (and a story with no weight is simply a
string of words or surface level description.) I let the idea sink
somewhere deep inside the infinitesimally small folds of my
mind. I eat six butter crackers and drink water directly from the
kitchen faucet. I begin lapping it into my mouth and swishing
it between my teeth. It tastes like a warm metal. I have come to
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understand that I could just as well be the most ephemeral cat in
the universe. (How I claw! How I lick! How I roll on the floor like
a body in need of soft movement. How I paw, paw, paw!) I am
reminded of a creation story involving a large cat with piercing
gold eyes. The story unfolds as follows. Before the concepts of
time and no time existed, there was an immense blackness, but
the blackness was not blackness, it was nothingness, and the
nothingness was so void it was undiscovered and unknown. It
could not be touched, thought of, or perceived from any angle,
under any means or circumstance. The nothingness turned
inside of itself. Mistakes were made. The nothingness churned
out more nothingness until all that existed was a panoply of
various forms of nothingness. This led to a sort of conceptual
diaspora because one nothingness needs nothing, but many
nonthingnesses need more nothing, and so, some nothings had
to go off in sure of more nothingness. One nothingness took
on the body of a large black cat, a cat so large it could not be
zoomed out on, and thus, could not be sensed or understood
by any other nothingness. When the large black cat opened
its eyes—a radiant gold and luminously bright—they burned
through parts of the other nothingnesses, and time, having
been given room to become, began to swell in the holes and
cracks like a kind of weed or forest moss. I take on another form
of myself. I walk to the clock on the kitchen wall and touch it
to validate its existence. Or, the clock touches me to validate
my body. I eat three more butter crackers. I look under the sofa
and find three pennies and two nickels. I put them in my purse.
I pull on my panties and jeans. I go back to the kitchen, this
time to the table, and run my fingers across the mail as if I am
a rich woman shopping for silk scarves (which is just one of
my many other selves.) I sift through the ads: double ply toilet
paper is a dollar off, a type of orange juice is newer than ever
(and with more pulp), cans of store brand cat food are only three
for a buck (purrrfect for your feline), select brands of coffee are
buy one get one free, a lotion boasting super soft, non-greasy
silkiness is five dollars off when you buy fifty dollars worth of
product from the same line, etc. I look for a pair of scissors in
the junk drawer. The scissors no longer exist. I carefully fold
along the edges of the coupon for two free bean and beef tacos.
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I fold and refold back and forth until the crease thins. Then I
tear slowly and methodically, quite the opposite of how one is
always instructed to pull off a bandage.
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Joshua Sassoon Orol

Minyan
מנין

When a man is in mourning
nine others are needed
before he can say out loud
that god is good.
It is forbidden for a man
to hold a blade
even a safety razor
against his own neck.
It is expected that he will pray
with his hair covered
by both kippah and shawl.
I get the call
in front of the full length mirror—
Hey man we need a tenth
trap the phone against my shoulder
and fondle the gelled breasts
filling out my borrowed bra
finger the high slit
on my calfskin skirt.
One more grieving man.
Will I not let him weep?
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Sheree Winslow

Postcards from My Future Self:
Hurricane Mills, Tennessee
After eating fried peanut butter and banana sandwiches with
your parents at the Graceland diner in Memphis, you drive the
RV to Hurricane Mills to stay the night at the Loretta Lynn’s
Ranch campground. In the morning, while unhooking hoses
and electricity, a daily routine which centers you as your location changes on this Great American Road Trip, you hear a man
with a slow drawl say to your father, “Where y’all from? Ya don’t
sound like no regula’ Yankees.” Born in Montana but living in
Southern California, you didn’t even know you were a Yankee
until that day when a fiftyish white man in overalls who drove
a rig with Alabama license plates caused you to worry about
your Northern Cheyenne mother who was inside drinking her
coffee without knowing you had just been recruited into a war.
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An American and a Half in a
Tower
When I was a kid, my mother took me to an Army surplus store
and bought me a canteen and the belt that goes with it. For
one summer, I carried that canteen around everywhere. It was
strapped to my waist as I rode my first dirt bike and hit a curb,
smashing my front teeth. My big sister poured water from the
canteen onto my bloody face, trying to stop my screaming.
Later that summer, I carried the canteen to Vacation Bible
School; all the kids liked it, but by then, it was dirty and I was
getting bored with it. So, at the end of VBS, a kid traded me
the canteen and belt for a folding buck knife and I decided to
stop playing Army. For ten years I didn’t play Army, and then, I
picked up a canteen and belt again. This time, I wore them over
brown and green camouflage, instead of blue and dirty denim.
When I joined the military, the only thing I knew was
how to keep my canteen cool, because I had done it during
that summer, ten years before. It takes two steps: First, you wet
the cover in water, and then, you put the canteen in the cover.
That’s all I knew about the Army, though. Not much else. Other
seventeen-year-olds who joined had been grooming themselves
for years, but not me. The Army existed for only one summer
when I was seven and then not at all for ten years and then it
suddenly started again, preparing me to go to war. Ten years
after that, the war ended. I stopped being in the war, anyway.
Iraq was done for me. I spent ten years preparing and waiting
and sitting for the war and then the war happens, which takes
for-fucking-ever and then everything stops again.
There are real people in my year in Iraq, millions of them.
Then the end of the war comes, abruptly, and that bothers me,
because the stories of these people don’t end. These are real and
fictional as well, but all of it happened. The stories, the people,
all of was no fucking joke. And it all took time, but not the same
kind of time that existed outside of the war. The war took a lot
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of time, maybe millions and millions of years, yet the three
months after I got back were a flash. I returned from war and I
was out of the Army in three months. It took three months, but
that three months was spent in one second of medical exams
and sitting in waiting rooms watching TV.
Then there was the time before the war: the nine years I
spent in the Army preparing for Iraq that took a very short time
too: maybe three seconds. And the time in between is Iraq. This
time, the time between the preparation and the return, was the
time that exists in millions of stories. It was the time in between,
stopped in time, like a picture of a hummingbird. I read once
that hummingbirds can flap their wings at something like 70
beats per second, and, if that is the case, how do we take still
pictures of them? The answer: time slows down. I think that
must have happened to me: Time slowed down. I was the bird.

*

I came back from war on a flight that showed the movie 50
First Dates. That’s when the moment of the war stopped. That
movie, like the war, is so joyful and so miserable at the same
exact time. At the end of the movie, a guy plays “Somewhere
over the Rainbow” on a ukulele. He paints this song with a
super high voice makes me want to cry because it is vomiting
happiness and sorrow all over the plane. The crush that I have
on that song and the crush I have on the war exist for me in a
moment of time that goes on forever. The story that takes place
in the movie 50 First Dates never ends. When the movie ends,
Drew Barrymore is standing on the deck of a ship in the middle
of fucking Alaska, wondering how the hell she got there and
wondering who the hell the people are around her. She is okay
and safe, but her story never ends because she is always living
in the middle of it. That is the war. Sometimes, I wake up and
I look around my comfortable house and I see that I am there,
but I am not really there because I am still in the middle of my
war story. I see my wife, Daley, and she kisses me and asks me
what I want for breakfast, but she is not really there either. She
is really on some boat in fucking Alaska and I am still in Iraq.

*

There are the stories about the middle, the forever-time,
like this one: a guy, just back from all night guard duty, forgets
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to clear his weapon and it discharges when he jumps down from
the HMMWV. I was outside smoking a cigarette and the sun
was coming up when I heard three quick Tat-tat-tats, noisy in
the desert, so I turned and heard Ortiz:
“Aww, mother fucker,” he said. I walked out to him.
“Sergeant Steel, man, I didn’t mean to do that shit. I had no
idea it wasn’t cleared.”
“I know, Ortiz. Let’s go see Sergeant Milosz.”
We went to go see our platoon sergeant. He explained
that no one had heard anything, so why worry? He told me
that, to everyone on base and in my unit, even me, though I
was outside to hear it, it never happened. That same day, however, a woman, just back from guard duty, undressed, and took
a shower. On her way back from taking a shower, she did not
pull her hair up. She got an Article 15. That is war-time justice.

*

Sometimes, I think there is more in the stories, and I try to
get something deeper from the war, like some pun with a double
significance, not just one huge ending where I die and people
get screwed. Sometimes I try to figure out what it all meant, like
one time, when Sergeant Sandra Plath and I were on guard. She
hated being on guard. She hated the war. She hated the Army,
even more than I did. She hated Army guys. She used to say that
they were perverts. But she didn’t hate me; she told me that I
got her: it was our mutual hatred of the sand and government.
We made up parodies together. She would sing these songs so
completely at the top of her voice because we were a mile out on
guard. Once she got singing, there was no stopping her: How
sweet it is to be fucked by you, Uncle Sammy! Sing it with me,
Sergeant Steel! And we would sing together. And then, after
singing, we would go our separate ways and she would still sing,
and she would take a shower and let her hair down and get in
trouble. And die. No punch line there.

*

On an evening in April, I go for a run. This evening is hot
and dry, and the wind is blowing. It feels like God put a huge
blow dryer in my face. And still I run. I reach the end of the road
and follow the dirt path to the left, the direction away from the
main convoy gate. It is hot. It is hot and dust is in the wind like
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a super-duper song. And I am singing to myself, which helps
keep me occupied. I am singing Simon and Garfunkel’s “Sound
of Silence.” I like to sing about how the song says the silence
grows, like the road beneath my feet grows, like the war grows.
Almost like a riddle, or a stupid joke. In this way, I can pretend
the war means more, and it has something deeper to tell me. I
know it’s not true, but I sing and ponder anyway.
On this day, I can smell the sweet scent of the gray water
dump to my right. It smells like old starch and older shirts. I
remember looking at the water dump and then looking past the
water dump, to the sun. There is nothing like a desert sunset.
There is the blue of the sky and then the sudden orange. The
dust in the air turns everything brown and tan like the color of
the beach in the Pacific Northwest near Seaside. The sky has a
downy texture too, just like the sand near the ocean. I want to
reach and grab the sky and let it slide through my fingers and
get it stuck in my fingernails. All that beauty. It’s not fair to the
poor fuckers getting killed out there. All that beach-fire that sets
in deep oranges and lighter shades of beige in the dusty war-sky.

*

It is April and I am not off base. It is April and I am not on
the streets of Ar Ramadi. Rather, I am here, running. It’s been
about nine months, I think, that I have been here. It is hard to
tell time, because one day stretches into the next with no sense
of timing. I know that some things have happened though, and
some others are yet to happen. We had Hot Gun for two months.
Nothing happened. We had guard for two months. Nothing
happened. We had patrols for two months. Then something
happened: the shit flew, full force, into a hot desert whirlwind
of a fan. Then we had more patrols and now this. Those events,
two months at a time, help keep me time-oriented. That, combined with the heat, helps me to know the time of year. Fucking
sweltering hot. No more muddy winter roads. It hasn’t rained
in a month. There have been storms, though. Ungodly storms.
Storms that raise the temperature from 70 to 100 in less than
ten minutes. Storms that keep you pinned down on a bridge in
the middle of Ar Ramadi, weighing down your equipment so it
doesn’t get sucked up by the sky and the sand.
All these things have happened in nine months, and, even
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now, the stories are still continuing. I think I may just keep
running. Up ahead, far ahead, and also to the right stand outlines of buildings. They are two stories and ten thousand dollars
apiece. These guard towers cost so much money and they are
not even air conditioned or heated or bullet-proof. I hate the
sight of those guard towers. I hate the sight of their super-heated
cinderblock walls. It’s disgusting to me, so I do the honorable
thing: I look down again at the road, away from it. I can see that
my feet are still dusty brown, the same color as the moon-dirt
on Planet Ramadi.
I look ahead now, and I know there is another silhouetted guard tower, but I am determined to keep my eyes on the
ground a few feet in front of me to block out the sight of that
place. (Like when someone tells you to not look down. What’s
the first thing that happens? You look down.) The beat of the
song I am singing in my head helps, though. Every beat of the
song is on my left foot, a little faster than I am used to, but this
swiftness takes me away quicker. I love that. It takes me away.
From up ahead, I can hear a squad of soldiers coming;
they are singing too, but they are singing about a little bird and
wings torn off and how they smashed his fucking head. I yell
to them, because don’t they fucking know they aren’t supposed
to kill mockingbirds? Assholes. To me, this is over the top. I
can handle the “kill the enemy” cadences because in war, it
is somewhat expected that one should dehumanize one’s enemies. Wrong, but almost understandable. It is the same with
the cadences that dehumanize sex and women. These guys are
walking dicks, and they don’t encourage anything like sensitivity towards the opposite gender. Sexual assault and racism:
the diet of a warrior. But for the life of me, I can’t understand
the violence towards kids. I don’t get it when a soldier throws
rocks at kids. But they do. When soldiers get ready to go on patrol, it is just known that it is the gunner’s job to get stones. If
the kids come asking for schocalaté, the gunner lets loose. One
person even told me this: “Kids are the meanest people there
are.” I can’t see how someone might think that. Kids don’t talk
about killing birds and killing ragheads and raping women.
When I was in Iraq, the kids I met while I was there liked to play
tic-tac-toe in the dirt with me, until they got blown up. They
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enjoyed being spun in the air, a lot like American kids. They
did not enjoy getting hit in the head with rocks. And yet, many
Americans did this to them. Sometimes, I wonder if the orders
we were given were in a list, like this:
• Invade country.
• Set up camp.
• Hit kids in head with rocks.
It is not far from this to something like Abu Ghraib. The
difference, I think, is the soldiers in Abu Ghraib got caught. The
soldiers who throw rocks never will. That’s the big fucking joke.
I can’t understand it when we talk about killing kids and birds
and things that would never ever harm anything else.
Maybe I’m wrong, though. Maybe the only way through
the war is to kill. Maybe we have to hate so that the bad stories don’t affect us. I know soldiers kill for lots of reasons.
Sometimes, they kill because they are just bored. Sometimes,
they kill because this war thing is much more than they thought
it was going to be. They kill because the joke is this: War is no
fucking joke. It’s really a bullet in a guard tower and no one else
there because they are sleeping.
Flash forward: I go home. The war ends but I keep going.
But the war keeps going. I know it keeps going because War
Never Changes. Just one big punch line after another. And so
I keep going too.

*

Here is another story: I spent one morning with my platoon sergeant, and I was weeping. He talked to me that morning
for a very long time. The conversation circled. We kept saying
the same things:
“Quit being a pussy, Sergeant Steel,” he said to me.
I was still weeping. “There’s everything, everything still
on the ceiling of the tower, like Santa Claus nailed his red coat
and brains to the roof. There are scattered fucking parts of her
brain of the roof. Parts.”
“Be a man,” He says. “Be a real mother fucker. She did it
to herself. She deserves it.”

*

So the stories must keep going, otherwise people just don’t
get it. One final story:
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I was on guard in the tower with Plath. We spent the day
together, passing time by singing and cussing and talking about
how much we both hated being there.
“I got in trouble last week, Sergeant Steel,” she said.
“You get busted?” She opened her flak vest and showed me
the empty collar that her corporal rank used to sit on.
“I came out of the shower without my hair up. I got an
Article-15 for it. They said it was distracting. I told my commander those guys shouldn’t be looking at my tits through my
wet t-shirt anyway. He didn’t like that.”
“What a fucker.”
“Yeah. What a fucker. He told me I shouldn’t be fucking
around with guys. He called my husband while I was standing
in his office and told him that they caught me in the shower
with some guy.”
“Did he get in trouble too?”
She looked at me and squinted her eyes. “For a nice guy,
you sure are a jack-ass, Sergeant Steel.”
I looked away from her and down at my own feet. She
saw me looking away from her so she continued. “Don’t worry,
Sergeant Steel. I got this. I know what to do. You go downstairs
and get some sleep. I’ll come and get you in a few hours.”
“You know, you don’t have to be weird about this,” I said.
“We are the same, you and me.”
“I know, Sergeant Steel. I just want some time to think, I
guess.”
“Okay,” I said. “Wake me up if you need anything.”
I walked out of the guard tower and down the stairs. I
entered the room below and took off my vest to lie down. In
my head, another song started. It might have been “Free Bird”
or “Sound of Silence.” Whatever it was, I sang it, all the way
through.
I can hear the final words of the song in my ears, just
like Plath’s final words. She yells to me from the top floor of
the guard tower, but I am still singing the end of the song, so I
don’t move. She is yelling to me louder now, and so I decide to
go upstairs. On the way out the door, I hear the shot crack like
I popped my eardrums on a long plane ride.

*
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Now, after the end of the war, I can hear no singing, but I
finally get the big one: the big joke. I finally get the stupid punch
line: Not enough time. It is a punch line, like the joke, like the
ceiling, like the bird, like old Boo Radley. In my head, today,
the jokes come faster. I see Plath, and I see everything. I see my
platoon sergeant telling me to get myself together, that she was
just some stupid girl, and I see the roof of the tower. I see the
soldiers passing me, singing cadences about killing birds and
throwing rocks. I see the sunset and the boat in Alaska and the
moon-dirt. I see it all and it never fucking ends.
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Conservation
In you, a chestful of nearly: knitting unsecured with a casting,
greenware unfired, winesaps in December’s tree, left to rot.
Choose a failure. Watch them go. They do not take the brimming
with them. All yours and irreconcilable. You’ve tried. Quickly,
stow it. Insulate the attic, caulk the cracks, seal the rim joist
cavity in the cellar. Make your recovery airtight. Friends will
visit and remark how well you are doing. You will act better,
optimistic, say things like, Home improvements require a
wreck. So does a good story. Next year, you will install copper
plumbing. You will do it on Valentine’s Day and smell blood on
your skin. You will work hard to keep it together. For now, see
to the outside. The foundation is crumbling. Rocks the size of
fists lie in heaps, as if men, punished with dismemberment,
lost defiant hands before losing their recalcitrant lives. You can
learn from these casualties. Some projects you must finish on
your own and work out in your mind, with no help, no tools, no
friends. With nothing. Not your broken body.
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from Postcards

“Cabin Town,” Gorham, N.H.
(1967, 5.5 x 3.5 horizontal)

small, you are best
at seeing what threads the needle.
how the surfaces all
bore up a crawling — as your fist
held still while plucked grass
crept & itched in your palm, as your skin
learned its scribble of hair. high up
in corners, moths staked & tented,
then unresistingly tumbled. longlegs
touched out from the wall:
eight sticks hoisting a red intelligence
round as a sumac berry. this contraption
self paraded, conveyed along the floor.
then coyly pulled down, through a crack.

a drumbrush of mice skid in walls.
grassclung bodies
pulsed counts in the yard.
small, you could pull the grass
over your head, go under canopy,
sound leaping out every level.
like running away
to join a toy orchestra.
Your parents
were growing you all as one thing, while you
felt the house convulse on its faults.
One night you see that the air
is a fraying net swarming — you
must crawl on it like a fly; surfaces
unglue behind it. Later
you’ll have to assemble, to shape, to convey.
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To Read Ashbery
while, behind you at the spigot, a child
draws some water for goats, answering
somebody’s questions. Between stanzas
you learn that “Daniel is hunting” and this seems to mean
he’s gone for many days and nights.
Last year, Daniel got an elk
and a deer. This year he almost got a deer,
grabbing for his bow (!) on the truck seat
too late, only one day before . . .
something; it’s about tags. I suppose
it’s the end of archery season? No,
her dad will not stay in a yurt
on the land that her mom just sold him,
but maybe a tent, while he builds a house there
so next year she can ride her bike
between her mom and dad.
I wonder what’s the ratio of elks
to little girls in Ashbery: 2 to 1? I guess
there’s Girls on the Run, which must have some archers
if not wild American
seasonal game. His poem in my hands
already holds a milk pail and an arroyo. The girl
totes her water off, to real goats she’ll milk.
Somebody gone away hunting, Ashbery
could run with that, it sounds lonely.
It sounds fine—eating elk the winter through
with Mom and Daniel. And when the snow’s
not bad, pedaling down to Dad (by now
at least into a trailer), entertaining
Dad’s weakly mustered questions, telling him all
about the elk.
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Meanwhile there’ve been kids weeping
at the youth camp next door. Someone’s husky puppy
loped upon them in the field, then overdid its part
in capture the flag. Well, don’t you nip
when you play? But some kids were shaken,
though you know at least one child loved it all—
he will never stop playing before everyone goes home
with incredibly minor injuries,
then bam! comes his shunning and shaming.
Years from now, he’ll be lucky
to state his own confession.
But now he’s hungry, and the camp will eat outside, lots later
than at home, and with stories before bed
around a fire! After that, he wants
to go back in the field, and eat and tear into
a real massacre of stars.
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First-Hand Accounts of the Performance of
Western Art Music
I.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto.

II.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto never asking the violinist,
what do you think of this?
The violinist is tired and forgetful, wears a beautiful dress and acquiesces.
Look at my beautiful dress, the violinist says.

III.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto.
The orchestra, the entity, is too, there; is the collective thing negating its moving pieces:
bodies that author texts to ultimately erase their makers.

IV.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto but not in singularity.
A violin plays a concerto subjugating the bow, the violinist, the orchestra, in service of itself.
The bow is made of ivory attached to gold attached to ebony attached to pernambuco
binding hair harvested from a horse.
The bow is bloody and loaded: pernambuco mourns for its roots; ivory for its elephant.
Two images collapse to serve a single idea.
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V.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto. The violin made of maple attached to spruce
bound in fittings made of ebony, the fittings keeping taut four sheep gut strings.
A violin made of maple commands its bow—mourning bow—to shove the sheep guts
into sound, never asking the guts, what do you think of this?
The guts beg cessation.
The guts beg to gorge themselves on clover.

V.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto, negating its violinist.
On a stage in a hall sequins glitter on a violinist in service of a dress that is beautiful.

VI.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto, subjugating the orchestra, subjugating the
moving pieces acting in tandem, the pieces moving in service of instruments.
The orchestra, the entity, is dressed in black.
This is a physical process, observed and real:
the black garments absorb the light from the stage lamps;
the black garments reflecting nothing.

Clare Louise Harmon

VII.
On a stage in a hall a violin plays a concerto. A stage in a hall is lit by trussed-hanged lamps.
We say hanged because everything is alive.
Witness to the violin; its mourning, loaded bow; its violinist; its orchestra, the entity and its
pieces;
the sequins glittering in service of the dress that is beautiful,
one stage lamp speaks to another:
Light is full of information.
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Brother, Eye, Hospital
My brother has a problem. Once, we went through a multi-hour
ordeal to get him hospitalized after a severe episode in which he
believed himself under attack from the devil. He thought that
in the process of violently defending himself—the chaotic state
of his apartment supported his description of a life or death
struggle—that he’d punctured his own eye. I couldn’t rule out
that possibility through visual inspection as his eye was severely
inflamed and swollen almost shut.
We waited hours before the county emergency room doctor quickly determined that conjunctivitis, instead of a puncture, caused the pain, swelling, and yellow discharge dried to
crust.
The tiny wizened county psychiatrist, whom we waited
still more hours to see, answered my question about my brother’s psychological condition by saying, “Schizophrenia is like
cake.” When I asked her to explain, she replied, “Just cake, just
cake,” and then abruptly told us to wait outside in the hall,
where I puzzled over her words.
Hours later, my brother began anxiously pacing in place
and repeating in a small, distressed voice, “Stop, leave me
alone,” after a pugnacious psychiatrist, newly on duty after the
shift change, aggressively confronted him. The psychiatrist
hollered that he wanted my brother locked up in a jail cell as a
violence risk.
In an acid tone, I suggested that perhaps if he tried a different approach, he would get better results. The psychiatrist
whirled and spat a challenge into my face, “You wanna take
responsibility for his behavior?”
I wiped off my cheek, gestured toward my brother as he
marched backwards against the wall in a futile, apparent attempt to climb it and escape, and asked the psychiatrist, “What
exactly is it you’re afraid he’ll do?”
By 1:38 a.m. I had spent over nine hours engaged in the ongoing
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ordeal of getting my brother admitted to a hospital—waiting in
line and surmounting a series of bureaucratic hurdles common
to county medical centers—a process complicated by my having no legal authority over him. Finally, a possible end was in
sight. According to County Harbor General, St. John’s Hospital
in northwestern Santa Monica would likely have a psych bed,
if we could get there—about twenty-five miles away—before it
was taken.
In the middle of the asphalt parking lot of St. John’s, my brother
stopped walking and started marching in place. When coaxing produced no effect, I became infuriated, and railed at him,
Come ON. His stationary pacing went into reverse. I reached to
grab his arm and he made a primitive noise of protest—similar
to sounds that the character Chewbacca makes in Star Wars
movies—and suddenly thrust his forearm outward, pushing me
back, and triggering a sense memory of him beating the crap
out of me when we were kids.
I flinched into recoil, forced my voice into a calm tone,
and tried to reason with him. His marching continued at the
same relentless pace.
Bone weary, I was in a heart-pounding cold sweat. “We’ve
come so far. But we’re not going anywhere now. We can’t stay
here all night!” No stars were visible through the heavy overcast.
I shut up and tried to calm myself. How absurd it was to tell him
that he could not stay anywhere all night.
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Peace

That he found such safety in a house, my nephew, I was glad to
know. That the murmur of parents in the bedroom beside his
soothed like the sound of the sea and he could finally let himself
go, enter the dark passageway of sleep. Oh, it was something to
envy. Something I had not experienced, kept up by my own parents’ noisy squabbles. Even grown, my nephew said, he loved
to spend the night at a married friend’s, a house sanctified with
a couple’s sleep, especially where children lay near, tucked up
in bed. And he told me about his night by the shore, at Mike’s.
So at peace, my nephew slept well into the morning of the next
day, waking with the box of the ocean swinging toward him and
away like the gulp of a first word he woke with in his mouth waiting to say. But no one was anywhere near. When he rose from
the couch where he’d slept, the blinds were still drawn. He heard
nothing, not the noise of TV or cries of a child finding itself
suddenly alone in the day. They’ve all gone out, he decided. But
the dishes lay stacked in the sink and wineglasses etched circles
on the coffee table beside him where they’d been set down the
night before. So eerie, so silent, it seemed to him after a while
that something might truly be wrong. Maybe the gas had leaked
from a pipeline and they all lay dead in their bedrooms above.
He sat alone on the couch, not knowing what to do, when in
the next half hour, his friend and his wife and the two little girls
all drifted down to him, one by one. You should write this in a
story, I told him. No, he said. To make it interesting, I’d have to
say they had all really died.
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How I Learned How to Be Gay
Here
Waiting for the slow clap
Daily Fresh Water Talk, where
Sun is a great big language
Shouting back at the bone whiting sky
Rugged gulls retire to posts,
Weave through the beginning of stars
After the long meal of day
Look! Here comes another
Pinkish cloud, revealing things
I’d almost forgotten about:
i.

The first cry from the third story,
“Come up, I’m dancing.”
Tame Impala or something—
our uncovered collarbones,
magnetic hips and the whole world,
evaporated.

ii.

The clang in our bookbags.
Bottles we emptied together—
bought with dropped coins
our Friday night diet
to make kissing come easier.

iii.

The woman in the back of the bakery
like a songbird.
A woman I thought
my love would look good on
all warm and unwoven
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in the evenings.
iv.

The exam table you’re placed on.
Nakedly stretched, wide open, alone
you wait for those two or more
folks in white coats, surgical
gloves, with equipment you can’t afford.
They argue. “Where to cut first?”

v.

The thick skin of Wanting
that doesn’t belong to you
but to the Mighty Man waiting
with a stopwatch, a bouncing knee,
the bad dream you wake to.
Something to be quiet about.

vi.

The bottom wings of butterflies
pushing up nothing
but the made-up dust of us
on the beach, our
“Toes in a Great Lake”
and flowers passed between us.

vii.

The future child poking at sand
and bottle caps beside me.
I kick at the same thing,
noticing green glints of sea glass
that say, “Go on, tell your truth.”

Soon the cloud will undo itself, becoming purple—
Soon I’ll be ready too
Packing my bag, drinking my beer
Leaving is a gift
I haven’t wrapped yet
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High Latitude
Sweet ants are busy at my feet. One is climbing its lookout tower,
a blade of green grass, to ponder the giant that looms casting
a dark shadow over its brown granular city and its kingdom—
dandelion fields and thick fescue forest. Is she a threat to us today?
(Can she see me? Does she care?) It shakes its antenna at me, the
terrible deity that causes flooding and destruction.
A breeze exhales cool against blue sky. Honey-dipped light
soaks the pink plumes of the swaying fountain grass. Members
of the night orchestra, a stray grasshopper and a few frogs chirp
and sing. Hoarse voices refusing slumber.
The chickadee songs, the “feed me” calls, are gone with
June. Instead a pissy, sharp caw is answered with another.
CAW! CAW! Which means, “Hey mother fuckers, winter solstice
is coming for you.” Anxiety wells in my chest. I beg for wings,
some way to escape the impending fate of high latitude.
For the third day, a lone hornet punches against the white
tin siding to the porch. Tap, tap, bing bing bing. Help, help. Let
me in. Let me in. The entrance to his former home caulked shut,
his family—his queen—entombed inside. After my husband did
this deed (per my request) I could hear them from the inside.
Tap, tap, bang bang bang. Let me out, let me breathe.
Above the window box a silken spider’s web stretches
across the top six panes and shimmers in the slanted gold light.
Hovering above the pink begonias and the painted coleus the
patient spinner, this grand designer, waits for breakfast. “Let
it be,” I say.
Squirrel claws scratch into the top of the cedar fence. The
rodent clammers west to east, nut in stretched jaw. The obese
gray cat, who slept on the concrete patio, suddenly agile. I sit
cross-legged in pajamas, holding a mug and in the distance a
church bell tolls. Release time for the faithful. It occurs to me
that I have grown wings and flown away from something.
I hear a loud, forceful exhale. For a moment I am back
on an old refurbished boat (a floating hospital turned tourist
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carrier) in Canada, the Broughton Archipelago. A humpback
named Guardian (by researchers years before) escorts us from
island to island. For a week he never fails to present himself
or display his telltale white and charcoal-mottled fingerprint
on his fluke. Exhale, inhale, dive. Exhale, inhale, appear from
nowhere.
But I am on the edge of Wisconsin. A hot-air balloon—
beluga of the stratosphere—swims above the treetops in the
sea blue sky and drapes its shadow, breathing heavy over me.
Perfect squares in red, yellow, pink, green and blue arrange in a
spiral kaleidoscope. Now I am the ant. I can’t see who is pulling
the ropes but I wave anyway. I’m begging again but this time
for validity. Can they see me? And do they care?
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Strange

Strange bird
You are not mad.
You are mercury.
A seizure so compelling.
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Dry Orgasm
… and with that she entered a time in her life wholly devoted to
consideration. This was neither in preparation for a decision,
nor a means of making herself more interesting, but rather a
way to break the routine, to convince herself, if briefly, that she
could find herself deep in thought on an early morning bike
ride …
The truth is, she would have been equally as happy in a state of
anoesis, drinking loosely with loose-minded people or having
given herself up entirely to a cause like the advocacy of citrus
plants, all because she had wanted to use the term hesperidium,
though she had forgotten the word shortly after learning it
and, despite having gone through the usual machinations, like
looking through her internet history or asking literary friends
for help, conducted countless Google searches with phrases
like “term about lemons” or “word starting with H about sour
fruit and things that make you push your lips together,” which
would end, of course, in her bookmarking gardening blogs to
build a DIY greenhouse and arguing with her wife over who
would water the plants, until eventually she’d go into their
smaller-than-imagined backyard and build the thing, not caring
whether it raised the value of the home or if they’d ever use it …
My mind, she said, works the way one would expect it to, when
one is young and trying to make a point; it stalls continuously.
… She considered herself too prude a thinker to even flirt with
determination.
… uneasy in moments of prolonged intimacy, like staying
awake after taking NyQuil, she’d manage to push herself past
sensory adaption to the body, finding herself wildly aware of its
existence and her boredom, the peace that inspires anxiety; she
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grabbed a car at 4 in the morning and called her long-distance
girlfriend, waking her up to tell her she was lonely.
For the next few weeks she’d go on a cleanse, short of liquid
diets and witch hazel. Cut out caffeine, chocolate, most dairy
products. She’d check the mirror every four hours, ignoring
her mother’s calls, and trying apple cider vinegar to stop the
inflammation, deciding, finally, to tell her girlfriend how he
came inside her the night they had Thai food and drank two
bottles of wine. Still later, she’d give in and order two bottles of
witch hazel extract from Amazon, hoping to clear up her skin
before the weekend.
She was nervous, too, that she’d felt relief at the possibility of
change and so she thought of other ways to change, about going
to church or packing up her books, re-evaluating the powers
of laughter, epicureanism, the years of study and self-imposed
regulation … she exchanged her principles for popular wisdom:
Make everyone like you. Enjoy yourself ruthlessly. Do not
interrupt a good bottle of wine with a story about sexual assault.
Her mother and sister decided to visit. The night before, she’d
dreamt she was in a plane crash. Her mother sat in the front
row next to a child. She ran to the child when she felt the plane
start to fall, and as she lifted up the lithe body, she turned to
her dying mother, who looked at her, and said, “I knew you
never loved me.” She turned and jumped from the plane just
as her mother died, and then the child … They called to tell
her they were parking. She nodded, and hung up. The three of
them ate dinner at a Georgian restaurant and talked about their
upcoming trip to Spain.
… She felt distracted again, unable to produce articles, the right
words, “the”s and “a”s slipping into the gaps between parallel
lines of thought. She thought in saccades, stringing thoughts
like how her eyes string objects to keep the room whole. She grew
anxious because of it. Years going by and nothing changing.
It began sometime in college, and at first, she went to see an
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ophthalmologist, explaining that her sight was incomplete or
that the image was always blurred …
She realized that she had tried to change with each passing
year and made that, too, a static state; the stricture of impulse
pushing her frictionless … frustrated by her incontinence of
imagination, she decided to busy her mind with sleep and easy
T.V. …
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Decolonization
Fire ant rank and file report in two sizes: minor workers as small
as one-tenth, major laborers as large as one-third of an inch.
Queens (and winged, reproductive, unmated queens) scale a
step up from the biggest of the lower orders.
Gross domestic product (GDP) indicates the monetary
value of all finished goods and services produced within a country’s borders. Economists, politicians, and think-tank analysts
monitor nominal GDP estimates to determine economic performance and construct international comparisons. However,
GDP fails to account for A) non-market transactions, such as
household production and volunteer or unpaid services; B)
barter economies in which legal tender does not function as
medium of exchange; C) sustainability of growth; and D) wealth
distribution or income variances among disparate demographic
groups.
One nest incorporates thousands of fire ants. When the
nest is disturbed, a million legs may irrupt and climb the source
of disorder at speeds of up to 1.6 centimeters per second. Ten to
twenty seconds after ascending the subject-object, the collective
simultaneously stings. What triggers the crowd to commence?
What mechanism enables such coordination?
Brett, visiting his Spanish mother-in-law, texts me:
“Heading out of Salamanca back to the village… my favorite
graffiti today was this… Haz de tu vida una amenaza! Make your
life a threat!”
Do you feel threatening? Do you feel threatened?
Clench your fists. Thrust back your shoulders.
Unlike bees, a single worker ant can bite and sting repeatedly. Mandibles pull, pinch, and elevate the skin while, arching
the petiole node, the abdomen thrusts the stinger. After the
first pierce, the ant may regroup and, considering its options,
stab again and again, crafting a circular pattern of envenomed
puncture sites.
Just outside Bodrum, Turkey, on the grey cinderblock
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walls of an abandoned house, someone has spray painted in
black “ilkel ol.” This translates, roughly, to “live primitive.” Is
this a sarcastic insult directed at the owner of such disrepair? Or
does the scribe protest the developers razing olive orchards for
pansiyons and upscale shopping? An imperative to re-center?
What would living primitive exclude? What would one need to
disconnect or abandon? What would one die to hold?
The oily aliphatic piperidine alkaloid, Solenopsin A, creates the burning “fire” sensation and kills cells at the site of
injection. The body’s defensive white blood cells accumulate
at the injection site, forming a white pustule, and if scratching breaks the skin, bacteria may slip into infection. Ironically,
some of the venom proteins kill bacteria, which may explain
why ants sow venom around their nests. Other venom proteins
bind pheromones and may help the fire ant broadcast a chemical trail to communicate alarm or aggression to other colonists.
In 2007, in Tehachapi, California, graffiti of a cobalt blue
ghost drafted the side of a stationary freight train door: nose
an “X,” eyes two spirals circling the drain, tongue extruding as
if the ghost itself were rusting the rail lines.
A series of neurotoxins not commonly found in the venom
of social insects may explain the hallucinations reported by
some fire ant subjects.
Salvador, or “Sal” as his badge indicates, works for the
Department of Parks and Recreation. He warns me and my
six-year-old son about the spiraling nest at the feet of the monkey bars and tells us how he has been to this park twice already
to attempt eradication.
“The city doesn’t kill,” he chuckles. “The city controls. Pest
control. Weed control.”
I think of the city’s recent settlements for police shootings,
of the budget that devotes over fifty percent of revenue to law
enforcement. I keep telling my son not to throw dirt clods at
the ant hills.
Infants, the neurologically compromised, the elderly, and
the otherwise immobile or unaware are at a higher risk of multiple stinging incidents, but even one sting can lead to the major
allergic reaction anaphylaxis, the symptoms of which include
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dizziness, nausea, sweating, low blood pressure, headache,
shortness of breath, death.
We’re coming for you, too.
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Vuelta

I jump in through the back of the Bosque bus, holding the edges
of my dress down with one hand and gripping the metal bar
with the other. The bus’s momentum swings me into a seat by
a window. The plastic is broken and pinches my thigh.
“Vuelta,” I shout to the driver, so he’ll take me around.
The sun is a bully, pressing through the smudged glass windows, making me sweat behind my exposed knees, in the crease
of my left elbow.
It’s kite season. Hundreds of kites fly casually overhead. There
are at least as many children running in every direction, voices
screaming and laughing. If I look up to the blue, for a moment,
the world becomes silent like the wind. The kites seem unattached to people, drifting gently, tapping the edges of other kites
carelessly, then gliding on.
The bus jerks forward.
In Mercado de Bazurto, three serene cow heads rest at the center
of their pools of blood in a line on the pavement. No bodies.
The smells of rotting fish, urine and garbage hang heavy here.
A bleached pigeon sits under the shade of an old truck, broken
wing outstretched. Orange and blue lines in the distance paint
sky and sea.
The bus makes a sharp turn out of the mercado, and la brisa
swings in through the few open windows and everyone twists
their heads to catch it for those few seconds, to feel the sensation of chill, to dry the sweat that has been gathering, to start
fresh.
The bus slows to let a family of pigs cross la avenida, and the
land looks so wildly lush, so green, so perfect. The only way to
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stop my eyes from taking it all in is to close them.
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White Women Flinging Cans of
Paint at the Wall
A golden shovel after Laura Kasishke

That white woman couched in one-liners. Am I
her? Truth is, I could be any of the inmates straddling this stretch. I am
revolted by the primitive pong. I am the
actor who missed her cue, the ingénue two decades on, the coward
who ran and then refused the getaway car, who
did not resist the assault did
not save myself, or anyone else, as in sublimation, not
suppression. I am just one in a long line of plants. You can’t pick
me out from the others lining up or throwing up
or flinging cans of paint at the wall. The
other shifts, some of whom would swing back if the phone
worked, some of whom have fallen for the warden. So
easy. Have you ever seen an old woman swathed in saran wrap as
if she was still trapped in Levittown circa 1950—as if she never
scaled that fence? Spent her days spaced-out, slogging down to
Woolworth’s in the snow. Do you know
the woman I’m talking about? Oblivious. Oblivious. Oblivious.
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Adultish (Yes)
Ah. You want to be a stripper.
We can’t stop you, can’t say “No.” Not
anymore, no more no. Just
strip it down, yes, slap on those pasties, yes.
Shake what yo’ Mama gave you. Yes. Poke a hole in
your labia tongue lip nipple any of many potential holey spots
that you may want to poke holes in, hole poking
is a go, yes. From now on the answer is yes.
The Constitution is applicable.
Yes to guilty/not guilty.
Permission forms, parental signature unrequired—go see
a porno, giggle and jack off
under your coat: “Ma’am, did you order a
pizza/call for an electrician/need a plumber to
plunge you?” Yes. Kill a man in Reno just
to watch him die. Yes to cigarettes. Yes to fireworks.
Yes to bridezilla temper tantrums skydiving scratch tickets
apartment commitments writing checks
debt. Divorce. Tucking dollar bills
into g-strings at hootchy-kootchy bars voting, yes. Go to
jail go directly to jail do not pass go do not
collect $200. Yes. To internet
dildo shopping and live-nude-girl peep shows. Yes to driving
at 2 a.m. Wal-Mart gun shopping lung cancer
ink wings on shoulder blades flowers
on thighs. Sell your soul.
Yes to being shipped off to
burnt lands to shoot brown people. Yes. “Please
sign here” Yes.
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The Rope
Sara has light hair, dark eyes, and breasts of a size that cause
the men populating this particular office to be unsure about
other aspects of her person, such as the appearance of her face
and the thick rope knotted in a noose and wrapped twice more
around her neck, trailing to an end at her buttocks. It is her bust
they greet, her bust they recognize. It is her buttocks after which
they nod in passing, in time with the lightly slapping rope. As to
the noose, they register only a vague impression that somehow
she is not utilizing her full potential.
Her first day temping here, Sara feels a rumble beneath
her pumps. She kicks one off, positions her sole against the
industrial grade carpeting. Is this an earthquake? Or is there
construction nearby, perhaps an oversized truck barreling along
the parkway out front? Thick slats of horizontal blinds block her
view. So Sara stands. She pulls the cord. The slats draw up and
sunlight streams in. Through the overwhelming brightness, she
can just make out the green lawn, the blue of sky. Her coworkers cringe in the shadows. They hunch over their monitors,
attempt to shield them from the glare as if the damage might
be permanent.
A throat clears behind her. The CEO. He is small in stature, his mouth pinched, eyes menacing. “We keep the blinds
closed here.”
Sara can almost feel it, something stirring just behind
that triangle-shaped blade, beneath where neck and shoulder
muscles meet, that space to either side of the giant knot. It must
just be the rope hitting oddly, or pulling, or the portion slung
around the back of her chair picking up vibrations through the
floorboards.
Sara nods. She pulls the cord at the proper angle to drop
the blinds, slowly guiding the bar on an even keel to perfectly
meet the low sill. Crows, she tells herself, when she hears what
sounds like the flap of wings. Or a hawk. What else could it be?
Sara sits. On the computer screen in front of her, a dense wall
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of text. She sighs. She resumes striking through it.

*
Sara majored in English because she likes to read. Her primary
pleasure is in discovering what fate holds for the characters,
the plot points leading like breadcrumbs to an inevitable end.
She also likes things neat and tidy and in their place, which
makes grammar appealing. It also makes her a good roommate
for the other two young women she has lived with since before
she graduated college the month before. Presented with the
choice to either find a job or move back home as third wheel to
her mother and stepfather, she received a mailer from a temp
agency and applied.
Sara is one of two females in the office, both temps. There
is also Annette in Accounting who wields a knife, but she is
almost as old as Sara’s grandmother. The men refer to Sara
and the other temp as “skirts,” which strikes Sara as quaint,
old-timey. She still refers to herself as a “girl” and enjoys the
attention her youth and curvy build brings. Her smile still functions as a prize for which men will open doors and shower compliments, for which they will reach, lift, carry.
But at the office, things are different. Sara senses this,
but not the how of it. She ignores the furtive glances from the
programmer crouching behind his monitor like a demented
groundhog and manages not to catch the gestures that the guy
with a look like Eastern European mafia makes to the others
behind her back. Yet, when she arrives on her second day to find
the other female temp gone and an offer of a staff position—she
imagines a path emerging and takes it.
Perhaps from proofreading software manuals, she will
move up to writing the manuals, or into Sales & Marketing to
write ad copy, which she has heard pays well. She can move out
on her own, perhaps fall in love and settle down eventually, start
her own family. Maybe she’ll even be the breadwinner.

*
Yet months pass, and Sara’s duties and pay do not change.
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There is no talk of them changing, of her moving up. Each day
that Sara sits with the thick knot heavy between her shoulder
blades, the noose grows longer, thicker, but slowly, by almost
imperceptible degrees. The rest of the rope lies coiled with some
slack around the top rung of her stationary chair’s hard back,
tethering her there. She chips tirelessly (if only!) through one
belabored sentence after another until she is no longer sure
where clauses begin and end, which preposition is correct, what
verb most precise, the point of any of it. At the end of the day,
the bricks of text crowding the computer screen in front of her
are still stacked one on top of another, regardless of what alterations she has made.
Still, Sara settles into this job she’d intended to work only
as a prelude to something else. Now that she is here, she doesn’t
know how to move on or what to move on to. She doesn’t know
how long she should stick it out to build her resume. Her boyfriend says a year; her roommates advise two. Her mother hasn’t
worked since Sara’s father died, and as is typical, she offers no
help or advice whatsoever.
After lunch each afternoon, like clockwork, the customer
service reps slide open desk drawers to grab their afternoon
pick-me-up. Sara slides out her desk drawer, too, adding her
own squeal of metal to the fray. Her own stash of energy drinks
roll and clank. VIGOR®, the cans read in white against a blue
background. A muscle-bound, white-haired god-figure reaches
out with one finger along the can’s side, as if to touch the tip of
hers as she opens the tab.
Energy! Vitality! Life! The can promises. Sara pops the
top in chorus with her male colleagues. She drinks. The thick,
sweet fluid catches in her throat.

*
In a dream, Sara finds herself suspended in a room dimly lit
with the glow of computer screens. She is caught on the edge
of a hole excavated in the ceiling, as if while attempting to dig
her way up, she has fallen in the process. A fly buzzes along a
row of blinds, searching for an escape through the slats. The air
is thick with dust. If she can just—. But the curtain before her
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remains closed, oxblood, velvet. The audience’s eager thumping
intensifies to an insistent pound, a sound like fists at the door,
demanding her performance. With that noose around her neck,
how can she do anything else?
Sara’s roommates interpret this to mean that her progress
at her job is stymied. How long has she been there now? Sara
resolves to take action. She suggests to the manager, not just
once, but three times that rather than outsourcing this wouldbe technical writing along with the technology being written
about, she could just write it in the first place. Wouldn’t this be
more efficient, more cost-effective—even with her slight pay
raise—than paying both someone to write it and her to decipher
and write it again?
The first time, the manager ignores her, walking off without so much as a twitch of his mustache. The second time he
deflects, complimenting the necklace she is wearing instead,
fingering the moonlike orb resting just above her sternum and
the cleavage it’s nearly impossible for her to hide. The third
time, he throws back his head and laughs. He walks away, still
laughing, the reverberations from his throat reminding her of
the collar around hers, crushing any remaining confidence.

*
If you desire to be preserving the accumulation of all mental
and physical efforts, want to save your work, it is suggested that
the button labeled press the “save” is pressed in order to avoid
losing or otherwise deleting all that for which has been so exhaustively labored button.
There it is. So direct, concise. Using a quarter the amount
of words. Yet already the letters are making new spaces for
themselves. Leaving spaces. Running out, even as Sara blinks.
They are deleting, no liberating themselves, snapping through
red lines like thread.
This must be a sign. And so, Sara mounts her desk, throwing herself on top of it much less gracefully than she imaged,
what with the noose practically growing into the back of the
chair. She grabs the rope at hip level, with both hands, and
yanks the chair up with it. But even if she were to carefully
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unwind the rope as she does each time she uses the restroom,
there is no way to affix the end above her desk, she sees. No way
to really get it up there.
Sara sits on the chair on top of her desk. She stares for a
moment at the ceiling. She has no idea what she is doing, what
has come over her. She returns herself to the floor, then lowers
the chair. She assumes her proper place in it. Only then does
everyone turn around and resume their work. Only then, do
they stop staring.
“I’d like to see you in my office,” The CEO says.
The CEO’s office is lush with greenery, bright with sunlight from a window spanning an entire wall. The CEO points
out the fully stocked mini-fridge and bar. He eyes a gap between
buttons on Sara’s blouse while running one hand along the lacquered mahogany of his L-shaped desk.
Sara wants to leave but does not know how to extricate
herself. She turns to the window, takes in the electric blue sky
over the sloping lawn ending at the tree-lined parkway. An insect throws itself against the glass as she watches carts move
behind the hedge of the golf course across the road. The CEO
stands behind her now. He closes the blinds in two practiced
moves.
Sara turns. The CEO’s teeth gleam white. He leans in, his
breath unpleasant. The air conditioning blows much too cold.
“The document you’ve been working on, how is it coming?” He
brushes two fingers along the goose bumps on her arm much
too familiarly.
Sara’s throat is dry, hoarse, but she remembers her line as
the CEO thrusts the same two fingers deep inside the folds of
the rope. “If you want to save your work, press the save button.”
Sara doesn’t know how else to protest. But The CEO does
not seem to hear her. She eyes a ceiling hook above his desk. It’s
missing something: a mobile, mosquito netting, or perhaps a
spider plant in a macramé pot. This absence bothers her more
than it seems it should.
When the CEO finally slinks away on his executive stealth
model loafers, Sara sits in his chair. She pours herself a drink.
Why not? She opens a can of nuts, unleashing a swarm of insects. They whir and land around her as she sits and watches
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the golfers across the parkway take their last swings into the
sunset, as she watches a red trail of cars cut through the night.
The insects fold gauzy wings under iridescent coats. Fuzzy forks
frame their heads. They cover the desk like green and gold metallic buttons. If she only knew the right one to press.

*
Sara tells no one. Who could she tell? What would she say?
Instead, she spends the next afternoon bursting bags of chips
between her palms, one after another. Pop! Pop! Pop! Until the
guy next to her yells, “Knock it off!” She pops another for good
measure, then goes to the kitchenette for more.
There, Sara finds Annette from Accounting wielding her
customary knife. Annette is near retirement age, round and
relatively cheery. She eyes a fly buzzing in circles, tracks it with
the blade’s tip. When the fly finally lands, Annette plunges the
knife into the wall after it. The fly takes off, lands again. Again,
Annette strikes. It’s a large knife, and the fly continues to dodge
the blade. The wall is not so lucky. A deep, ragged horizontal
line appears at chin level through the beige wallpaper and the
sheetrock beyond. At either edge of this line, Annette slices
down toward the floor as easily as cutting a sheet cake. And so
a door-sized hole appears. Annette salutes, then grins as she
ducks and steps through.
Over the next few weeks, the flies multiply. They line the
counters, flit beneath closed doors and in and out of mouths.
The flies breed maggots. Their swatted bodies leave goo on
desks, on windows and walls. Unswatted, they alight on eyelashes and lips. They rub their legs together and wait.
Sara sits at her desk and bounces her pumps against
where the wall meets the glass hidden behind the blinds. She
can feel it now, something coming loose.

*
Sara knocks. No one answers. She finds the CEO’s office empty,
so she closes and locks the door. She brushes insects aside to
stand on the CEO’s desk, then pushes out two ceiling panels.
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She ties the end of the noose securely to a metal beam. Clutching
the beam on either side, Sara leverages the desk with her thighs,
heaves it at an angle. The insects covering it take flight. It’s
a large desk, but she is stronger than even she realizes from
evenings spent at the gym. She tilts the desk off balance just
enough that the floor to ceiling window gives under its weight.
The glass explodes as Sara lets go, suspended now only by
the noose, her body framed in a jagged piano-sized hole. The
insects spill out of it like secrets. Brakes squeal on the parkway
below. People stream out of offices. They gape at the executive’s
desk on the lawn; at her hanging there with her breasts popping
out of her blouse, her skirt riding up, her feet still kicking.

*
As a child, Sara would run and swim and flip on jungle gyms
unencumbered by her noose, little more than vestigial, then.
She believed, somehow, that she’d shed it like sunburned or
scabbed over skin, like her first set of teeth. Even though she
came from a long line of hanged women, her mother’s noose
wrapped around her shoulders high like an Elizabethan collar;
her grandmother’s coiled thick as an anaconda over her dowager’s hump. Women who’d fallen into their circumstances and
stayed there. Yet they, too, had been young once, their thin and
relatively light ropes left to trail down their backs. Sara’s aunt,
her mother’s younger sister, encouraged the female cousins to
examine hers, to grasp it and even turn it for the others to jump
over. The noose is an appendage, but it is tradition as well. The
women in her family take pride in piling it around their shoulders, in enduring its weight. They have never questioned it.
The flies buzz, angry and metallic as cicadas. Telephone
buttons flash. Someone on hold, suspended on the line, held
here by the end of her rope.
But something shifts. The pressure lessens around Sara’s
throat. She opens her eyes to find the world upended, the rules
of gravity changed. Above her (which is now below) she sees
the ceiling tiles. In this new position, the rope goes slack. The
noose loosens and slips from Sara’s neck. The hard knot hits a
panel with enough force to dislodge it, revealing sunlit grass.
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Another falls, and then another. There is no structure beyond
these tiles breaking free, spinning downward toward the golf
course marked with flags and golfers in polo shirts extending
their clubs.
Wings unfurl from behind Sara’s shoulder blades. The
hanging not an end, it seems, but a means to unleash these appendages, or rather, the rope a means to hold them down. Sara’s
stomach drops with the last of the tiles, then the rest of her body
with it. The wings are fibrous and feathered, and catch the wind
to hold her up. They stretch taut as Sara soars, then swoops in
an arc around the office windows. She laughs, a sound so deep
it shakes the building’s foundation. The blinds draw up, and
she sees her coworkers cower. They do not recognize her. She
does not recognize herself.
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Rejected Events I Must Now
Accept Happened While I Was
Employed by an Ivy League
Institution
Attended a meeting with executive administrators wherein a
woman left in tears after uttering, “You cannot do this to me.
You cannot do this. I have irritable bowel syndrome!”
The word “inclusive” was shouted from the bell tower hourly.
My sick day on 10/5/17 was declined.
The coked-up business school grad co-ed club soccer team
had to consciously uncouple from the University after a
series of thinly-veiled physical assaults. Their law school
counterparts argued that only feet were involved.
A law professor was racist and administration was “surprised”
and “outraged,” and did nothing.
It was suggested that I am “aggressively assertive” after
I asserted that I felt unable to communicate openly with
administration.
I chaired a committee in the required role of “chairman.”
Of my 84 faculty members, 67% were white men married
to Asian women. 100% of them preferred me over my
co-workers.
A lab rat with cancer escaped, only to die under my desk.
I wore dark jeans and a blazer on Casual Friday and was sent
home by my boss at the insistence of my “distracted” male coworker. HR did not return my calls.
In one year, I received 237 emails that simply read, “call me.”
Not one of these emailers called first.
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